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BLONDE THINKING LEADS TO YEAR OF 'SCARLET' 

BEHAVIOUR 
'Scarlet BLONDE' to give 12 months of aural pleasure! 

 
Glasswerk New Music Award winners 'Scarlet BLONDE' are set to become the band of 2008 as they 
take their first step to accomplishing their ambitious scheme to have 12 releases in one year.  

 

 
  
Scarlet BLONDE's plan is to release 8 singles, 1 EP, their debut Album 'Bedroom Superstars' and two 
'B Albums'. The first is 'Bedroom Superstars  [Raw]'-  a Live album which will be recorded in March at 
Radio 2XS's Barn Sessions and will be accompanied by a  documentary. The second is 'Bedroom 
Superstars [Roasted]' - an album containing the bands own remixes of the songs from the main 
album, with nothing new added to original recordings.  
 

 

The First release, the ‘Whenever Whatever Acid Planet remix 
EP’ will be released world-wide on  January 29th through 
HyperMEDIA Records/dPulse and will be available as a 
download from Amazon, iTunes and a host of other stores. It 
contains 6 tracks- the original version plus 5 remixes- 
personally chosen by the bands members DawnyVic and Ditch 
from hundred's of entrants to the Sony's Acid Planet 

Remix Competition which took place last Summer. "There were 
some fantastic remixes and we wanted everyone to hear some 
of them. So we decided to add them to a remix EP containing 
the best 5" DawnyVic, front woman of the critically acclaimed 
UK electro-indie-pop-rock outfit revealed. "The thing is, with 
most remix EP's you find yourself skipping through tracks 
because they all sound the same but with a dance beat, but it's 
not the case with this EP. Each remix sounds totally different to 
the others and would probably cover most peoples tastes in 
music. One has a dance feel – one is very electro – they're all 
very different from each other". 
 

There will be a release from the band, every month of 2008. Next months release "I Don't Know" will 
be out on 29th February.  
 

www.scarletblonde.com  www.myspace.com/scarletblonde 
 

#   #   # 
If you wish to contact the band for interview or further information please contact 
press@hypermediarecordings.com or call Richard Godbehere on 07830 323080. 


